
Survivor  Series  Count-Up  –
1989: Bow Down To The Team
Survivor  Series 1989
Date: November 23, 1989
Location: Rosemont Horizon, Chicago, Illinois
Attendance: 15,294
Commentators: Gorilla Monsoon, Jesse Ventura

We’re at a major changing point with this show, as we now have four man
teams and five full matches, instead of the previous years with four
matches. The matches are shorter now, but there are some kind of head
scratching booking choices here. We do however get the greatest Survivor
Series team ever on this show though, so we have that to look forward to.
Let’s get to it.

Also stay tuned after the end for a special BONUS MATCH REVIEW!

We open with a video shot from a car going up to the arena, going through
the doors, at the souvenir stands (12.99 for a shirt. Today that might
get you a sleeve) and now it’s time for opening show promos.

Hogan is thankful for time with his family and to be the strongest force
in the universe. And for his team.

DiBiase is glad he’s rich.

Jake likes his snake and the DDT.

Demolition is glad they don’t have to fight each other.

Savage is glad he’s the Macho King.

Duggan is proud to be an American.

Bravo is glad Earthquake is on his side.

Dusty is thankful for his polka dots.
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Beefcake for cutting hair.

Martel for his looks.

Rude for his body.

Piper because he’s not Ricky Rude. Burn.

Genius for being the smartest man in the world.

Perfect for being his name.

The Bushwackers for sardine stuffing.

Heenan for being surrounded by the Heenan Family.

Warrior should be thankful that Ritalin is soon to be available.

We run down the cards with those nifty squares.

Dream Team vs. Enforcers

Dusty Rhodes, Brutus Beefcake, Tito Santana, Red Rooster

Big Bossman, Bad News Brown, Rick Martel, Honky Tonk Man

This is mainly over Dusty vs. Bossman which is Dusty’s first big feud in
the company. Dusty stole the nightstick and the hat which has ticked
Bossman off. The rest of the guys are there because it’s Survivor Series
and we need six more guys. Brutus’ music was awesome, just like the names
for the teams. Tito and Honky start things off and for the third straight
year Honky and Brutus are in the opening match on this show. I’m not sure
what that means.

Tito takes over quickly but Honky gets in one kick before RUNNING over to
make a tag to Martel. Rick dropkicks Tito down as Jesse talks about the
now broken up Strike Force. Tito atomic drops Martel for two and everyone
but Bad News gets in the ring at once. Nothing happens but it’s cool to
see. Brown not getting in is perfect for his character too. Off to the
Boss Man who is immediately armdragged down by Tito.

Off to Dusty who pounds away as the fans go nuts. Chicago was a big NWA



town so it’s easy to see why he’s popular. Brutus comes in to another pop
but Boss Man takes him down with a few shots to the back. Honky comes in
but misses a fist drop. Beefcake hammers away but Martel makes a blind
tag and takes over on Brutus. Rooster comes in and the place goes quiet.
When you can’t get a reaction in Chicago, things aren’t that good for
you.

Martel hits some knees to the face and it’s off to Honky who dances a
lot. Boss Man comes in and they slug it out with the big man taking over
with ease. Martel comes back in and drops some knees but gets rolled up
for two. Back to Honky as Rooster is in trouble. I’m digging these four
man versions already as the match seems less crowded and the guys can
stay in the ring a little longer. Rooster and Honky collide and it’s a
double tag to give us another battle of Strike Force.

Tito goes loco on Martel and beats him down, but Martel breaks the figure
four. Santana tries an O’Connor Roll but Martel rolls through and grabs
the trunks for the first elimination. Dusty comes in next and hits a
dropkick (and a decent one) followed by the big elbow…for two? We must be
in the WWF. Brutus comes in to work on the arm and stomp on Martel’s face
when he tries a reverse monkey flip.

Rooster comes in and can’t seem to figure out what to do with a headlock.
Martel is like screw you you nitwit and backbreaks him down. Off to Boss
Man who slaps on a bearhug. Gorilla keeps calling Brutus the team captain
but the team is called the Dream Team and Dusty came out last. Rooster
bites out of the hold and Boss Man tags Bad News who isn’t interested in
coming in.

After Bad News gets pulled in he takes over because he’s fighting a
freaking rooster. Just like last year though, Bad News accidentally gets
hit by his partner and he walks out. It’s three on three now and we have
Boss Man vs. Brutus. After the Barber gets beaten on some more it’s off
to Honky for a belly to back suplex. Out of nowhere Brutus hits a high
knee to Honky for the fast pin, making it 3-2 (Brutus, Dusty and Rooster
vs. Boss Man and Martel).

Martel immediately comes in and puts a chinlock on Brutus which doesn’t



last long. The second version of it does though as the match slows down a
lot. A backbreaker puts Brutus down and he goes into the buckle a few
times. Brutus grabs a sunset flip again out of nowhere to eliminate
Martel and it’s 3-1. Brutus tags in Rooster to throw a bone to Boss Man
and after some punches from Rooster, the Boss Man Slam gets the fast pin
and it’s 2-1.

Dusty is in next but it’s quickly off to Brutus for some knees to the
chest. Back to Dusty as the good guys are using some intelligence (yes,
Dusty and Brutus are using intelligence) with the fast tags. Boss Man
gets whipped into the ropes and Dusty takes him down with a cross body,
likely rupturing at least three vital organs of Boss Man and getting the
final pin. I may have been right about those organs.

Rating: C+. Nothing special here but it was fine for an opener. The fans
liked most of the good guys and other than Rooster, that was a solid set
of guys. The match wasn’t competitive or anything for the most part after
the first five minutes but there was nothing particularly bad about it I
guess.

Boss Man destroys Dusty with the nightstick and cuffs him to the ropes to
keep up the beating. Brutus makes the save with the clippers.

Boss Man brags about what he just did.

The King’s Court, Savage’s team, is read.

The 4x4s say the same thing but much louder.

4x4s vs. King’s Court

Jim Duggan, Ronnie Garvin, Bret Hart, Hercules

Randy Savage, Earthquake, Dino Bravo, Greg Valentine

The 4x4s all jog to the ring with boards in their hands. This would be
the second or third time that Bret was teased as a singles guy but it
wouldn’t click for another year and a half. The only major feud here is
Savage vs. Duggan over the crown but that’s about it. The board carriers
clear the ring and stand in the ring for awhile. It looks like we start



with Garvin vs. Savage but Duggan chases Savage to the floor before it’s
Hercules who actually starts for the 4x4s.

Herc pounds away and slams Savage down, but right into the King’s corner
and it’s off to Valentine. Greg gets atomic dropped and it’s off to Bret.
Bret works on the arm for a bit and it’s off to Duggan for some right
hands. Garvin comes in and I forgot about this feud. That’s likely due to
me trying to block anything Garvin related from my mind. Garvin gets
taken into the heel corner and it’s off to Bravo for some power.

Hercules comes back in to make it power vs. power with the dark haired
guy (Hercules for you young’uns) taking over. And never mind as
Earthquake comes in, kills Hercules with a shot to the head and hits the
Earthquake for the elimination. Duggan comes in and collides with Quake
(he’s still Canadian Earthquake here but that didn’t last long at all)
but can’t do anything to him. Bret, being the smart guy that he is,
sneaks up on Earthquake and school boys him so Duggan can take him down.

Off to Garvin who pounds away but Earthquake is like boy I’m gonna make
you my pizza toppings. Bravo comes in to pound away on Garvin as does
Valentine. The Figure Four is countered and Garvin rolls Hammer
(Valentine) up for two. Savage drops a knee and it’s back to Bravo to
work Garvin over a bit more. A backslide gets two for Ronnie and it’s
back to Savage very quickly.

It’s back to Valentine even faster and they chop it out but Garvin makes
a blind tag to Duggan who hits the three point clothesline to eliminate
Valentine and tie things up. Bravo comes in again and is quickly followed
by Savage and then Earthquake. Quake misses a big elbow and there’s the
tag to Garvin. He beats on whomever he can and headbutts Bravo down.
Here’s the still stupid Garvin Stomp (Orton does it now) and he tries the
Sharpshooter (Garvin used it before Bret) but Dino breaks it up.

NOW we get somewhere with a double tag to Savage vs. Hart. These two had
an awesome match on SNME a year or so before this and Bret takes over
with an atomic drop. Bret loads up something on the legs but Savage dives
away and tags in Bravo again. The middle rope elbow gets two for Bret and
it’s back to Garvin who immediately walks into a side suplex to make it



3-2.

It’s Duggan vs. Earthquake again with Jim pounding away in the corner.
Bret gets the tag and a double clothesline puts the big man down. Savage
comes in and Bret is all like BRING IT ON. Well maybe not that loud but
you get the idea. Savage gets tied up in the ropes and Duggan chokes away
like the hero he is. Randy gets Bret down and misses a knee drop,
allowing Hart to hit a backbreaker for two.

A small package gets two for Bret and Savage charges into a boot. Bret
misses a middle rope elbow and it’s off to Bravo again. Dino puts on a
bearhug because this match hasn’t dragged enough already. Off to
Earthquake for some high powered choking followed by an elbow drop for
two. The crowd popped a bit for the kickout which is more than can be
said for most of this match.

Bret finally breaks free and tags Hacksaw in again so he can slam Savage.
And never mind as Bret tags back in about 15 seconds later. Bravo works
over the mostly beaten Bret and Hart misses a charge, going shoulder
first into the post. A shoulder breaker sets up the Savage Elbow to make
it 3-1.

It’s off to Quake to beat on Duggan in the corner but he misses a charge
and everyone comes in. Duggan throws everyone into the corner into
Earthquake and the Court all bails to the floor. Savage and Bravo get
clotheslined down but Quake jumps Duggan to take him down. A big elbow
gets two on Duggan and it’s back to Bravo. Duggan avoids a charging
Savage but Sherri lowbridges him and it eventually draws a countout.

Rating: D+. For the life of me I don’t get why Duggan didn’t get pinned
here. The ending is rather lame and it doesn’t help a match that ran WAY
too long anyway. You could easily cut ten minutes out of this and no one
would have missed anything at all. The match was dull outside of the
moments when Bret was in there, which is something we’ll touch on more
later.

Duggan chases them off with the board.

The Million Dollar Team is ready for a Thanksgiving feast in the form of



the Hulkamaniacs.

Dusty Rhodes is hurt badly.

The Genius reads a poem about Thanksgiving.

Hulkamaniacs vs. Million Dollar Team

Hulk Hogan, Demolition, Jake Roberts

Ted DiBiase, Zeus, Powers of Pain

My goodness that’s an amazing face team. Ok, so now I get to explain
Zeus. A month or two ago, WWE released No Holds Barred, a movie Hogan
made in the late 80s, on DVD. The villain in the movie is named Zeus and
you may notice he’s here. Zeus is played by an actor (not a wrestler mind
you) named Tom Lister and the idea is that he’s living his character and
is coming to beat Hogan up “in real life” because he lost in the movie.
This would be like the guy who played Goldfinger trying to get revenge on
Sean Connery. To make things even better, this was originally going to be
the main event of Wrestlemania 6.

I’m sure you can see the problems mounting up already, with the main one
being that Zeus doesn’t know how to wrestle. Other than that, there’s the
idea that the movie barely broke even so a lot of people didn’t get the
idea of the story. A positive twist to this is that a lot of people
didn’t get the idea of the story, which probably kept the company from
being laughed at more than they already were. Zeus wrestled like four
matches ever, most of which were short or tag matches so he wasn’t in the
ring long. WCW, the geniuses that they are, brought him back seven years
later and put him in the main event of another PPV.

Anyway back to the match. The Million Dollar Team won’t let them get
inside until Jake fires in the snake to chase them all away. Hogan and
Demolition are the champions that you would expect them to be at this
point. Zeus wants to fight Hogan one on one but their respective partners
hold them both back. Jake starts with Zeus but the actor wants Hogan.
They stare each other down and Hogan bounces off Zeus. Hogan pounds away
but nothing hurts Zeus at all.



Instead Hulk finds the one weak spot on Zeus by raking the eyes. He slams
Zeus down and amazingly enough, IT DOESN’T REALLY DO MUCH. Barbarian hits
Hogan in the back of the head and Zeus twists Hogan’s neck around. He
starts choking away and it’s a DQ for Zeus who is only pulled off by
DiBiase and the promise of money. Just to clarify, we’re giving the
Hulkamaniacs, an 80s dream team, a man advantage. Also why would DiBiase
get Zeus off Hogan? Wouldn’t Hogan’s pain and agony make DiBiase happy?

It’s DiBiase vs. Hogan now and Hulk is in big trouble. DiBiase hammers
away in the corner but Hulk gets a boot up in the corner and there’s the
tag to Jake. A clothesline puts DiBiase on the floor and it’s off to Ax
who demolishes DiBiase with ease. Smash comes in and they both pound Ted
down. Back to Hogan who triple teams DiBiase along with Demolition. Back
to Ax with a clothesline but DiBiase elbows him down out of desperation.

Off to Warlord as these two teams are still feuding even a year later.
Come to think of it there wasn’t much else in between for those guys
either. Dang did the division fall that fast in just a year? A shoulder
breaker puts Ax down but Barbarian misses a middle rope elbow. Off to
Warlord again but he gets clotheslined down. Fuji trips Ax up and a basic
elbow drop is enough to tie the score.

It’s Smash vs. Warlord now but it’s quickly off to Hogan. Hulk softens
him up to bring in Jake, which Jesse calls a mismatch. That’s likely
based on power but I’m pretty sure Jake is taller than Warlord. Off to
Smash but Warlord pokes him in the eye to take over. Back to Barbarian
whose big boot is caught but Smash misses the elbow. DiBiase comes back
in with those falling punches of his which get two.

It’s chinlock time with a knee in Smash’s back. DiBiase misses a middle
rope back elbow of all things but Smash won’t tag for some reason.
Barbarian makes a blind tag so the hot shot Smash hits on DiBiase doesn’t
count and Barbarian takes his head off with a top rope clothesline for
the pin. Jake comes in next but he can’t DDT Barbarian. Barbie whips Jake
into the corner with authority although I’m not sure who’s authority it
was.

Back to Warlord as things slow down a lot due to exhaustion. Jake dives



for a tag but DiBiase slaps Hogan to draw him in instead. DiBiase
piledrives Jake but Roberts gets a foot on the ropes to Jesse’s
annoyance. Barbarian misses a headbutt and there’s the hot tag to
Barbarian. He cleans house and gets two on Barbarian off a big boot. A
suplex gets the same and my goodness how rare is it to see Hogan get a
two count? Hogan fights off both Powers of Pain but they catch him in a
spike piledriver which is good for a DQ for both of them, making it
Hogan/Roberts vs. DiBiase.

Dibiase drops knees on Hogan before slapping on the Million Dollar Dream.
That eventually gets two arm drops and Jake makes the save. That’s
actually a nice touch as it makes the hold look stronger by needing a
save instead of Hogan saving himself. Hogan finally breaks the hold and
punches a jumping DiBiase. Hot tag brings in the Snake who cleans house.
Jake drives in knees on DiBiase’s head as Hogan is dying in the corner.

Here’s Virgil to interfere and take the DDT. DiBiase drops a fist on Jake
and puts his feet on the ropes to steal the pin. Ted pounds on Hogan who
is still reeling from the long Million Dollar Dream. I’ll give him credit
as that’s some great selling of a hold like that. Off to a chinlock and
Hogan taps, which wouldn’t mean a thing for years. Hogan breaks the hold
but they clothesline each other. DiBiase belly to back suplexes him and
it’s Hulk Up time. You know the rest and there’s the legdrop.

Rating: C. There’s one major problem with this match: the first four
minutes of this match give away the ending almost immediately. How can
you give Hogan, Roberts and Demolitio a man advantage that fast? I’m not
saying Hogan should have lost, but the Zeus stuff could have come later
in the match and worked much better. Have Zeus stand on the apron most of
the match and it would have worked fine. The fans finally reacted though.

Savage and Zeus are ready for their tag team cage match on PPV two days
after Christmas. More on that later.

Hogan and Brutus do the same. They’re facing Savage and Zeus in case that
wasn’t clear. Sherri shows up and throws powder in their faces so that
Savage and Zeus can jump them.

Jesse and Gorilla talk about the tag match and Jesse mentions that



there’s trouble in the Heenan Family, which is code for Arn Anderson
about to go back to the NWA and Tully got busted for cocaine.

The Rude Brood is ready for Roddy’s Rowdies. These promos are pretty much
the same all around.

This one however isn’t. Roddy is talking to Gene when the Bushwhackers
and Snuka come up and are all holding turkey legs. Roddy says after the
match they can have lunch. Then they all scream about breaking big bones.

Rude Brood vs. Roddy’s Rowdies

Rick Rude, Fabulous Rougeau Brothers, Mr. Perfect

Roddy Piper, Bushwhackers, Jimmy Snuka

If nothing else we get to hear All American Boys, perhaps the best theme
song in wrestling history. There’s no Heenan with Rude, which is part of
the issues the Family is having. Luke and Perfect get things going but
after a single slam it’s off to Butch who bites on Perfect’s thigh. Luke
comes in and does the same and Snuka matches suit. Butch bites as well
and it’s off to Snuka.

Jacques comes in as well and they stall a lot. Jacques poses a lot so
Snuka headbutts him down and follows up with a big chop. A slam puts
Jacques down and it’s a Superfly Splash for a quick elimination. Rude
comes in next and swivels his hips, only to get headbutted into a tag
from Perfect. Rude accidentally low bridges Perfect so Snuka rams them
together and the Brood is in trouble.

Off to Piper vs. Perfect and the Brood’s luck continues to go bad. Luke
comes in and drops a knee before it’s off to Snuka for more shots to the
head. Back to Luke for more biting and Butch beats on him a bit more.
Piper comes in to face Raymond and for some reason Rougeau tries to slug
it out with Piper. A superkick puts Piper down for two but he piledrives
Raymond for the easy pin and it’s 4-2.

Perfect comes in with his neck snap for two and for the first time,
Piper’s team is in trouble. Piper comes back with a slingshot to send
Perfect into the post. Butch comes in for some basic stuff but it’s



quickly back to Luke. Piper comes back in for some rapid fire punches and
Perfect is in trouble. Back to Butch for more biting but he poses too
long and Perfect rolls him up for the elimination.

Piper tries to steal a pin on a rollup to Perfect but it only gets two.
Off to Snuka before Luke headbutts Perfect in the stomach. Rude makes a
blind tag but jumps into a punch to the gut. Luke ducks his head and the
Rude Awakening ties us up at two each. It’s Piper/Snuka vs. Rude/Perfect
which is a heck of a midcard tag match.

Rude vs. Snuka starts the final four off and Rude swivels a bit more.
Perfect comes in and taunts Piper, drawing him in so Snuka can get double
teamed. Snuka finally gets in a shot to break Perfect’s momentum but Rude
gets the tag before Piper can come in. Snuka grabs a quick small package
for two before taking Perfect down with a flying headbutt. They hit head
to head and both guys go down, followed by a double tag.

We finally get Piper vs. Rude which is what this whole match is based on.
Piper easily wins a slugout and backdrops Rude down. They fight to the
floor and it’s a double countout, getting us down to Snuka vs. Perfect.
Perfect hits a great looking dropkick to put Snuka on the floor which
eventually gets two. Snuka gets in a chop in the corner and a cross body
for two. The Perfectplex out of nowhere gives Perfect the win.

Rating: C-. They did the right thing by having the tag teams get knocked
out quick because they didn’t mean anything in this at all. Other than
that though there was nothing of note here. Piper and Rude were both
counted out to make sure they stayed strong and Snuka didn’t mean
anything at this point. Nothing to see here but it wasn’t bad or
anything.

The Rude Brood celebrates and Rude says don’t worry about Heenan being
gone.

The Ultimate Warriors are very fired (and likely coked) up. Warrior’s
topic of the night: orga donor cards.

Ultimate Warriors vs. Heenan Family



Ultimate Warrior, Jim Neidhart, Rockers

Andre the Giant, Arn Anderson, Haku, Bobby Heenan

Andre can barely move and it’s sad to see. Neidhart and the Rockers start
before anything happens and Jim is in trouble early. Here’s Warrior
without any music (he’s IC Champion here) and a big clothesline puts
Andre on the floor, which draws a countout because when the bell rang,
Andre was the only Heenan Family member in the ring. We’ve already got
the same problem the Hogan match had.

Warrior and Haku get things started for all intents and purposes but it’s
quickly off to Anvil vs. Arn. Andre (in blue instead of black) yells
incoherently at the Warrior as he leaves. It’s Haku vs. Anvil now with
Haku in control. A superkick puts Neidhart down and eliminates him like
it’s a squash match. Off to Shawn to make Haku miss him and now it’s off
to Jannetty.

Haku tries a double clothesline but only hits Shawn. He picks up Marty
but Shawn dropkicks Marty down onto Haku for a near fall. Off to Arn who
tries a double suplex with Haku on Jannetty, but Shawn catches his
partner in a nice move. Double superkicks put the wrestlers on the other
team down and it’s off to Marty vs. Haku. Warrior gets a tag in a few
seconds later and Haku immediately goes for the eyes.

Haku backs Warrior into the corner and Heenan points to Arn for the tag
in a funny bit. Arn immediately gets taken down and Marty hooks an
armbar. Anderson brings Marty to the corner and brings in Heenan for a
single punch before it’s back to Haku. Arn knees Marty in the back and
Haku superkicks him down so Heenan can drop a knee on Jannetty for the
pin. You could loudly hear them calling spots on that sequence for some
reason.

Warrior comes in so here’s Anderson again. There’s a bearhug by the Champ
and Haku gets one as well. Off to Shawn who gets knocked to the floor
with a few shots. Shawn moonsaults out of the corner over Arn and
Anderson is in trouble. Warrior and Michaels both punch Anderson at the
same time and Arn backs away from Warrior. A splash from Shawn gets two
and it’s off to Haku.



That doesn’t last long at all as a cross body eliminates Haku to get us
down to Warrior/Shawn vs. Heenan/Anderson. Heenan tries to get in some
cheap shots on Shawn which draws in Warrior. Why? Was he that afraid for
Shawn’s safety? Arn dumps Shawn to the floor and Heenan goes up….and then
regains his sanity and climbs back down. Arn keeps asking for help from
Heenan because he’s getting tired so it’s finally back to Bobby who runs
at the first sign of trouble.

Shawn rams his head into the back of Arn’s head and both guys are down.
They slug it out but Shawn walks into the spinebuster (called the
Anderson Drop) for the elimination. Warrior fires off some shoulders but
Arn ducks and sends him to the floor. Heenan goes up again but thinks
better of it again. Off to Heenan but Warrior quickly Hulks up so we see
some more Anderson. Warrior fights him off as well and whips Arn into
Heenan to knock Bobby to the floor. The gorilla press and splash get us
down to one on one. Warrior sneaks up on Heenan and what do you think
happens here? A shoulder block and splash ends this.

Rating: C-. I think it was watching the whole show before this but this
was another dull match. Warrior was never in any danger and I think
everyone knew it. To be fair, this would have been better with Tully out
there and you can’t fault the guys for that. Heenan being in there had to
turn it into a comedy match and I can’t hold that against them. Still
though, another dull match in a series of them tonight.

Warrior sprints up the aisle and clotheslines Heenan as he leaves to end
the show.

Overall Rating: D. There are multiple problems associated with this show.
First of all, nothing here is what you would call good. The matches are
all ok at best and nothing beyond that. I guess the best match would be
the opener, but even that was just ok. This was a really weak time in the
company as they had Hogan but he had beaten everyone already so there’s
nothing for him to do really.

However there’s a bigger problem with Survivor Series overall. In short,
what’s the point of any of this stuff? No stories are advanced here,
other than the first match there was no clean fall between the people the



feuding people, and there’s nothing to build off here. Look at Hogan. If
you have Hogan lose in that match with DiBiase putting him to sleep after
that much of a beating, you have a new opponent for him.

Instead, we have Hogan standing tall again which is nothing new at all.
That’s the problem with the first few shows other than the first one.
Survivor Series went nowhere and the appeal died very quickly. That
wouldn’t change until 1991 so 1990 was somehow even more boring to sit
through.

Wait I’m not done.

So as I mentioned, there was another match talked about inside a cage
between Hogan/Beefcake and Zeus/Savage. This was a dark match at a TV
taping in I believe Nashville. It was released as a PPV special called No
Holds Barred: The Movie and The Match. Let’s get to it.

Hulk Hogan/Brutus Beefcake vs. Zeus/Randy Savage

This is one of like three matches Zeus ever had. Both guys have to escape
to win. Vince and Jesse are on commentary. Beefcake gets in first but
Sherri slams the door on Hogan to keep him out of the cage. Savage chokes
Hogan through the cage as Zeus destroys Beefcake. Sherri locks the cage
as Hulk punches Savage through the bars. The crowd is on fire for this.
Hogan comes in over the top and makes the save as it’s time for the big
showdown with Zeus.

Hogan slams Zeus into the cage a few times and down goes the monster.
Savage gets whipped HARD into the cage by Brutus and both heels eat Hogan
boots in the corner. Zeus gets double teamed but he sends both Hogan and
Beefcake into the cage to take over. Savage tries to climb out but
Beefcake stops him. Sherri tries to help Savage but Beefcake rams their
heads together to keep Savage in the match.

Savage and Zeus ram both guys into the cage over and over which is a very
basic yet very smart strategy for a match like this. Beefcake comes back
and rams Zeus and Savage into the cage and all four guys are down. The
referee unlocks the door to see what he should do, but Sherri rams the
cage onto Hebner’s head and slides Savage the cage.



We load up the big spot of the match as Savage climbs the cage. Vince is
freaking out. Jesse: “Well who’s going to stop it McMahon? You can’t do
nothing about it.” Savage goes up to the top of the cage and wraps the
chain around his hand. He dives at Beefcake but Brutus hits him in the
ribs on the way down.

Beefcake gets the chain and pounds on Savage as Hogan can’t slam Zeus.
Savage and Beefcake climb at the same time and it’s Hulk Up time.
Beefcake gets over the top as Savage goes through the door and it’s one
on one. Hogan slams Zeus, rams him into the cage about four times, slams
him again, drops an insane THREE LEGS and Zeus is DEAD. The pin is
academic.

Rating: B. That’s likely high, but this was absolutely perfect for what
it was supposed to be. This was a TV taping main event and the fans got
to see Hogan DESTROY his biggest rival at the time. The match was a ton
of fun with Hogan in his late 80s goodness. Hogan vs. Zeus was actually
going to be the Mania 6 main event for awhile until Vince woke up and put
Warrior in there instead.

Ratings Comparison:

Dream Team vs. Enforcers

Original: B-

Redo: C+

King’s Court vs. 4x4s

Original: B+

Redo: D+

Hulkamaniacs vs. Million Dollar Team

Original: D-

Redo: C

Rude Brood vs. Roddy’s Rowdies



Original: D

Redo: C-

Ultimate Warriors vs. Heenan Family

Original: C+

Redo: C-

Overall Rating

Original: D+

Redo: D

Bonus Match

Original: B-

Redo: B

I think the difference here is that with the original I didn’t like it at
all but with the new one I got bored by it because it just keeps going
and going.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/11/08/history-of-survivor-series-count
-up-1989-includes-a-bonus-review/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book of
1997 WCW Monday Nitro Reviews at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00NPPH0WI

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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